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ABSTRACT. Let G be a Lie group with abiinvariant metric 1 not necessarily positive
definite. It is shown that a certain construction carried out in an earlier paper for
the fundamental group of a closed surface may be extended to an arbitrary infinite
orientation preserving cocompact planar discrete group of euclidean or non-euclidean
motions tr and yields (i) a symplectic structure on a certain smooth manifold
M containing the space Hom(tr, G) of homomorphisrns and 1 furthermore, (ii) a
hamiltonian G-action on M preserving the symplectic structure togethcr with a
momentum mapping in such a way that the reduced space equals the space Rep(tr, G)
of representations. More generally, the construetion also applies to certain spaces
of projective representations. For G compact, thc resulting spaces of representations
inherit structures of stratified symplectic space in such a way that the strata have
finite symplectic vohime. For example, M EHTA-SESHADRI moduli spaces of semistable
holomorphic parabolic bundles with rational wcights or spaces c10sely related to them
arise in this way by symplectic reduetion in finite dimen9ions.
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2 JOHANNES HUEBSCHMANN

Introduction

Let 1r be a finitely generated orientation preserving infinite cocompact planar discrete
group of euclidean 01' hyperbolic motions. So 1r acts by isometries on the euclideall
01' upper half plane (as appropriate) and the orbit space 2:: is a compact orientable
Rielnann surface. In the hyperbolic case, 1r is also called a (cocompact) Fuchsian
group. Let G be a Lie group with abiinvariant metric, not necessarily positive
definite. The set of representations 01' lnore generally projective representations of
1r in G is known to inherit additional structure, under suitable circumstances, cf.
e. g. [6], [20], [21], [24], [25], [27], [30], [32], [35], [36], [39], [42], [43], [44]. In this
paper we shall study the sYlnplectic 01' lnore generally Poisson geometry of such
representations. More specifically, extellding a certain construction carricd out in
an earlier paper [32] for the fundanlental group of a c10sed surface, we shall obtain
certain extended representation spaces (see below for apreeise definition). In [32]
the theory has been made for arbitrary finite presentations but it has been applied
only to the standard presentation of the fundaInental group of a closed surface.
However, the general approach in [32] applies to an arbitrary group of the kind 7r

and yields the following, see (2.9) below for a more precise statement.

Theorem. There is a smooth symplectic malli/old M containing Hom(1r, G) (as a
deformation retract) together with a hamiltonian G-action on M and momentum
mapping in such a way that the reduced space equals the space Rep(1r, G) 0/
representations 0/ 7r in G. More generally, spaces 0/ projective represelltations 0/ 7r

are obtained by symplectic reduction at appropriate non-zero values 0/ the momentum
mapptng.

The (smooth) symplectic lnanifold M together with the G-action and lnomenttllll
mapping is what we mean by an extended representation space. The second clause
of the Theorem will be made precise in Section 3 below. Dur result, apart frOln
being interesting in its own right, reveals some interesting and attractive geolnetric
properties of these twisted representation spaces, which have been spelled out in [32]
for the special case considered there. For example, it implies that, for G compact,
the resulting twisted representation spaces inherit a structure of stratified symplectic
space. In particular it entails that symplectic reduction, applied to a certain smooth
finite dimensional symplectic mani/old witk a hamiltonian action 0/ the ullitary group
yields certain stratified sympleetie spaces containing as top stratum the stable part
of the MEHTA-SESHADRI [39] moduli spaees of semistable parabolic vector bundles
with rational weights. In fact the two spaces are presumably globally homeomorphic
but details have not been worked out yet. For parabolic degree zero, they are
known to be homeomorphie, by a result of NIEHTA-SESHADRI, cf. (4.1) and (4.3)
in [39].

The projeetive representations mentioned above, also referred to as twisted rep
resentions below, are representations of certain central extensions of 1r. These
extensions include in particular an fundamental groups of Seifert fibered spaces with
empty boundary (as 3-manifolds) which are Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces and have
orientable deconlposition surface, cf. [40] ; see Section 3 below for details. Beeause
of their relevance for Floer homology, SV (N)-representation spaces of Seifert fibered
homology 3-spheres have been studied in [24], [25], [27], and [36]. Among others, .our
approach compactifies spaces of irreducible representations of fundamental groups
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of the Seifert fibered spaces belonging to the above class, including the homology
3-spheres just mentioned, as symplectie manifolds to stratified sympleetie spaees.

The group tr is determined by its genus e and its torsion numbers ml,"" m n .

The basic idea is that the construction carried out in our paper [32] for a surface
group still works for such a group 1r when the free group on the generators is
replaced by a free produet of a free group of rank 2f together with cyclic groups
Ql," ., Qn of finite orders respectively 1nl, ... , m n. The key observation is that
7r, being assumed infinite but Cocolupact, is a two-dimensional Poincare dua;lity
group over the reals [26]. In partieular, the second homology group H2 (7r, R) is
a one-dimensional real vector space and, starting from a generator, we ean carry
out a construction of closed 2-fonn on an extended moduli space sinülar to that in
[32] for the case of an ordinary surface group. The infinitesimal structure is then
handled by lneans of a corresponding length two projective resolution of the reals
R in the category of left Rtr-modules, and the fact that tr is a Poincare dllality
group over the reals entails the nondegeneracy of the resulting 2-fonu, much as in
[32].

I am indebted to A. Weinstein for discussions. Any unexplained notation is the
same as that in our paper [32].

1. Poillcare duality for coconlpact planar groups

The group tr is given by a preselltation

P = (Xl, YI, ... ,Xl, Yl, Zl, . .. ,Zn; r, Tl, . .. ,Tn ),

where
l' = II[Xj, Yj]Zl ... Zn, Tj = z7 i

, mj;::: 2.

Sinee tr is assumed eoeompaet there are no parabolie elements in the Fuehsian ease.
The hypothesis that tr is infinite is equivalent to the requirement that the measure

Jl(1r) = 2e - 2 +L (1 - 11~J
be non-negative. For example the group with the smallest positive measure is given
by the presentation

All this is classical and may be found in standard textbooks, see e. g. [37].

The eohomology of 1r is weIl known, cf. [33], [41], [44]. In fact, for an arbitrary
ground ring R, the Fox caleulus, applied to the presentation P, yields a free
resolution

R(P): ... --+ Rj(P) !4 ... --+ R2(P) .!!:4 RI (P) ~ Rtr

of R in the category of left Rtr-modules, cf. our paper [33]. We recall that, for j ;::: 3,
Rj(P) = Rtr[rl, , Tn ], the free left Rtr-Iuodule on the relators rl, ... , r n , while
R 2 (P) = Rtr[r, Tl, ,Tn] and R I (P) = R7f[XI, Yl, . .. ,Xl, Yl, Zl, .. . ,Zn]. Moreover 'the
boundary operators 8j are given by the Fox ealeulusj in partieular Eh is given by
the matrix of Fox derivatives, which roughly amounts to reexpressing the elements
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r - 1, rl - 1, ... ,Tu - 1 of the group ring R7f in terms of Xl - 1, YI - 1, Zl - 1 etc., and
81 maps the generators x j etc. to the elements x j - 1 etc. of R7r. In particular,
the chain complex calculating the hOluology of 7f with values in R looks like

... -t R[T, rl, ... ,Tn] 82
) R[Xl, YI, ... ,Xl, Yl, Zl, . .. ,Zn] ~ R,

where the operator 82 satisfies the formulas

82(r)=ZI+"'+Zn

82 ( r j) = 1nj Z j , 1 ~ j ~ n.

Henceforth we denote by m the least common multiple of ml, ... , m n . The
2-chain

m m
b = mr - -1'1 - ... - -Tn

1TII m n

is then a 2-cyde, and a doser look at the resolution reveals that H2 (7r, Z) is then
infinite cyclic, generated by the dass of b. Likewise, H2 (7f, R) is a one-dimensional
real vector spacej we shall take K. = ~ [b] E H2 ( 7r , R) as its generator. Moreover, the
group 7r is in fact a two-dimensional Poincare duality group over the reals having
fundamental dass K. E H2 (tr, R), that is, for every R7r-module A, cap product with
K. yields a natural isolllorphism

nK.: H*( tr, A) -t H2 -*( tr, A),

cf. [26]. In particular, H2 (7f, R) is also a one-dimensional real vector space. The
group 7f is thus of type F P2 over the reals, cf. e.g. [28]. Moreover it has HI (7r, R1T)
zero. In fact, n has a torsion free subgroup of finite index and hence a torsion free
normal subgroup of finite index, necessarily a surface group, say r. The cohomology
H I ( n, Rn) then atllOunts to the invariants HO (Q, HI ( r , Rn)), with reference to .the
quotient group Q = 7f /r which is finite. However, as ar-module, Rn decomposes
as a finite direct surn of copies of Rr, and H1(r, Rr) is zero since r is a surface
group. Hence H1 (n, Rn) is zero. It is weH known that a finitely presented group
of type F P2 having H1

( 7r , R 7f ) zero is a two-diluensional duality graup. The above
considerations show that the dualizing module is in fact that of the reals, with
trivial n-module structure. Hence 7r is a two-dimensional Poincare duality group
over the reals.

For a ring R containing the rationals, the free resolution R(P) projects onto a
projective resolution of length 2. For later reference, we speIl it out for R = R, the
reals. Let j = 1, ... ,n, and write Qj for the finite cyclic subgroup of n generated
by Zj; it has exact order mj, see e. g. [33]. Since Qj is a finite group, its
augmentation ideal lQj ~ RQj is a projective RQj-module whence the induced
Rtr-module Rn ®RQj lQj is projective. We now consider the beginning

of our free resolution R(P) of the reals and divide out the generators Tl,"" Tn of
Rn[T, rI, . .. ,Tu] atld their ~-images in R7r[Xl, Yl,' .. ,Xl, Yl, Zl" .. ,Zn]. This yields
a projective resolution
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of R in the category of left Rn-modules with P2(P) = Rrr[r] and

Notice, for n = 0, the group 7r is just a surface group in the usual sense and P(P)
boils down to the usual free resolution for a surface group.

For illustration, when e= 1 and n = 1, we have r = [x, y]z and

82 [r] = (1 - xyx- 1 )[x] + (x - [x, y])[y] + [x, y] [z].

2. Representation spaces of planar discontinuous groups

Write F for the free group on the genera.tors in P. As in [32], for a group II wc denote
by (C*(II , R), 8) the chain complex of its inhomogeneous reduced normalized bar
resolution over R. Pick e E C2 (F,R) so that 8e = [r] __l [rtJ- .. .__l_[rn ] E C1 (F,R);

ml m n

this is certainly possible. Modulo the normal closure N of the relators, e will then
represent the class K.. As in [32], let 0 be the subspace of the Lie algebra
9 where the exponential mapping is regular. Denote by p the word map frol11
G2l+n = Hom(F, G) to G1+n for the presentation P, and write 'H.(P, G) for the
smooth manifold determined by the requirenlent that a puli back diagram

Hom(F, G)

p ) 0 X on

---+) G X Gn
p

of spaces results, where the induced lllap fronl H(P, G) to Ql+n is denoted by p.
The construction in our paper [32J yielcls (i) a 2-chain e E C2 (F, R) ([32] Lenlma 2),
(ii) the equivariant closed 2-forrn we,P = 1]*(we ) - p* B on 'H.(P, G) ([32J Theorem 1),
and (iii ) a smooth equivariant map /-l: 1-l(P , G) ~ 9* whose adjoint /-l ~ from 9. to
C 00(1i (P , G)) satisfies the identi ty

on 1i(P, G) ([32] Theorem 2). In fact, we can at first carry out these constructions
with reference to band thereafter divide by m. In particular, we,P - J.ltt is an
equivariantly closed form in (06* (1-l(P, G)); d, oe) of total degree 2. Thus , cf. [1]
and what is said in Section 5 of [32], J.l formally satisfies the property of being a
l110mentum mapping for the 2-forrn we,P on 1-l(P, G), with reference to the obvious
G-action, except that we,"P is not necessarily non-degenerate. When the standard
homotopy operator on forms on 9 is taken, the relevant map 1j; from 9 to g* is in
fact the adjoint of thc chosen 2-form . on 9, cf. the remark in Section 1 of [32].
The map J.l then amounts to the conlposite of p with the surn map from Qn+l to
9, combined wi th the adjoint of the giyen 2-form . on g.

Let eP E Hom(F, G), anel suppose that eP(r) and each eP(rj) lie in the centre of G.
Then the composite of eP with the adjoint representation of Ginduces a structure
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of a 7T-Inodule on 9, and we write 9fjJ for 9, viewed as as tr-module in this way.
Recall that the 2-forrn . on 9 and the homology dass K. determine the alternating
2-forrn

(2.1 )

on HI (tr,9"')' Applieation of the functor HOmR1l'(· ,94» to the free resolution R'(P)
yields the chain eomplex

(2.2)

cf. [32] (4.1) , computing the group cohomology H*(7T ,94> ) in degrees 0 and 1; we
recall that there are canonieal isomorphisms

CO(P ) I"V Cl (P, g... ) ~ gU+n,,9q, = g, 'P

Ta explain the geometrie significance of this chain complex, denote by Ciq, the
smooth map from G to Hom(F, G) whieh assigns x<px-l to x E G, and write
Rep: g2l+n ---+ T q,Hom(F, G) and Rpq,: gl+n ---+ T p4>G I+n for the corresponding opera
tions of right translation. The tangent maps T e Ci4> and T q,p make commutative the
diagram

TeG
T e G4>

T q,Hom( F, G)
T 4>P

T p(4))G I +n) )

(2.3) IdI R4>1 Rp(,p)I
9 g21+n 91+n

,
60 61

4> 4>

ef. [32] (4.2). The commutativity of the diagraIn (2.3) shows at allee that
right translation identifies the kernel of the derivative T q,p with the kernel af the
coboundary operator 0~ from Cl (P ,9q,) to C2 (P ,9q,), that is, with the veetor space
Zl (7T,94» of 91j>-valued 1-coeycles of tr; this space does not depend on a specifie
presentation P, whence the notation. We note that Cl (P ,94» = Z 1

( F, g", ), the space
of 91j>-valued 1-coeycles for F. Pick J; E 1i(P, G) so that the canonical map 1] froln

1i(P, G) to G2l+n sends ;j to <p. Then, likewise, right translation identifies .the
restrietion of the 2-form we,P to the kernel of the derivative T~p with the 2-fonn

on ZI(tr,94» obtained as the cOlnposite of w,..,',tP with the projection from Zl(tr,g",)
to H1 (tr, g",), cf. Corollary 4.8 of [32].

To obtain the space HOln( tr, G) as the zero locus of amomenturn mapping in
the usual sense, we must cut the space HOln(F, G) to size, in the following way:
Denote by FQ the group given by the presentation

Its space Hom(FQ, G) of homomorphisms decomposes as

Hom(FQ, G) I"V CU x Hom(Ql' G) x ... x Hom(Qn, G),
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and the generators induce an embedding of Hom(p~, G) into Hom(P, G) as a smooth
submanifold with a finite number of connected components. We shall say lnore
about these connected components later. By construction, the word map p induces
a slnooth map r from HOln(pb, G) to G so that HOln(7r, G) = r- 1(e), the pre-ünage
of the neutral element e of G. This map lnerely depends on the relator r whe"nce
we denote it by that same sYlnbol. Application of the functor HomRrr(', 9r,b) to the
projective resolution P(P) then yields the chain cOlllplex

(2.4) o 6~ 1 6~ 2C(P(P),9r,b): C (P(P),gr,b) -; C (P(P),g4» -; C (P(P),9r,b),

computing the group COhOITIology H*(7r , 94» in all degrees; by cons truction, there
are canonical isomorphisms

Moreover, the canonical projection from R(P) to P(P) induces a canonical injection
of C(P(P), 94» into C(P, 94» identifying the former with a subcolnplex of the latter.

We now suppose that 4> lies in Hom(pb, G) viewed as a subspace of Hom(P, G),
that is, 4>(r j) is trivial for j = 1, ... ,n but, beware, 4>(r) is still admi t ted to be· an
arbitrary element of the centre of G. The following observation will be crucial.

Proposition 2.5. The tangent maps T earl> and T 4>r make commutative the diagram

TeG
Teot/l

T 4>Hom(pb, G)
Tt/lr

) ) Tr(q,)G

(2.6) Id r R~r Rr(t/l)I
9 ) Cl (P(P), 94» 9,

6° 61
~ ~

having its vertical arrows isomorphisms 0/ vector spaces.

In fact, the diagram (2.3) restricts to the diagram (2.6).

The next step is to carry out a construction of aspace similar to that of the space
denoted by 1{(P, G) in [32]. To this end, write 1{b (P, G) for the space determined
by the requirement that a puH back diagram

(2.7)

1{b (P, G) r )0

~1 lexp

Hom(pb, G) )G
r

results, where the induced map from tib(P, G) to 0 is denoted by r. The space
1{b(p, G) is a smooth manifold and the induced lnap 1} from 1ib(P, G) to Hom(pb, G)
is a smooth codimension zero ilnmersion whence 1f.b(p, G) has the same dimension
as Hom(pb, G); moreover the above injection of Hom(7r, G) into Hom(P, G) induces
a canonical injection of Hom(7r, G) into 1i~(P,G). Further, 1ib(P, G) may be viewed
as a subspace of 1-l(P, G) in a canonical way, and, for the present 4>, the above
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chosen ~ E 1-l(P, C) actually lies in 1-l~(P, G). The commutativity of the diagrarn
(2.6) then shows that right translation identifies the kernel of the derivative T 1.'1'
with the vector space Zl (rr,9cP) of 9cP-valued l-cocycles of IT, and the same is true
of the kernel of the derivative

Still by Corollary 4.8 of [32], right translation identifies the restriction of the 2-fonn
W c, P to the kernel of the derivative T ~T wi th the 2-form on Z1

( Jr , 9 cP ) obtained as

the composite of WK,.,fj.l with the projection froln Z](Jr,9fj.l) to Hl(Jr,gfj.l).

Suppose that the given 2-forrn . on 9 is non-degenerate. Write Z for the centre
of G and z for its Lie algebra. By Poincare duality in the cohomology of 1f,

for every 4> in the pre-inlage r -1 (z) ~ 'H..(P 1 G) of z ~ 0 1 in particular, for every
<f; E Hom(1f, C), the 2-forn1 wK,.,cP is then symplectic. Notice that when Jr is torsion
free, that is, a surface group, this fonn boils down to that considered by GOLDMAN

[6] and reexamined in [32].

Next we consider the restriction map from (f!6*(1-l(P,G));d,oa) to
(nd* (1-l~ (P, C)); d, 00) induced by the injection of 1-l~ (P, G) into 1-l(P, G). Abusing
notation, we write wc,P and f-l~ for the classes in (nd* (1-l~ (P, G)); d, 00) obtained by
restrietion to (f!~;*(1i(P,G)); d, oG) of the corresponding classes denoted by the same
symbol. It is clear that the identity oO(WC,P) = df.L~ passes to (f!d*('H..~(P,G));d,oa).

In other words , for every X E 9, we have

(2.8) W c, P (X 1ib(P ,0) , . ) = d(X 0 f-l) 1

that is, formally the momentum nlapping property is satisfied, perhaps up to a sign
depending on the choice of conventions which is unimportant for the geometry of
the situation. The rest of the construction is now exactly the sarne as that in our
paper [32], except that we work with the space 'H..~(P, G) instead of 'H..(P, G) and
with P(P) instead of R(P). In fact, the formal momentum mapping property (2.8),
together wi th the symplectici ty of the 2-fonn W K,., cP at every 4> E T -1 ( Z ), implies

that WC,P has maximal rank equal to dirn 1i~ (P, G) at every point;;; of 1-l~ (P, G) in
the pre-image Tl (z) of z, in particular, at every point of Horn(Jr , G). In fact, giyen

a point ~ of Tl (z), with the notation 4> = 7](;;;), the syrnplecticity of the 2-forrn
wK"cP implies that the 2-forrn wc,P on the tangent space TiH.~(P,G) ,....., Cl (P(P), 9fj.l),

restricted to the subspace Zl (Jr, 9fj.l) of l-cocycles, has degeneracy space equal to thc
subspace BI (Jr, 91.') of l-coboundaries, and the momentum mapping property then
implies that the 2-form WC,P on the whole space Cl (P(P), 9fj.l) is non-degenerate.
Let M Q(P ,G) be the subspace of 1i ~ (P ,G) where the 2-form W c, P is non-degenerate;
this is an open G-invariant subset containing the pre-image Tl (z). Summarizing,
we obtain the following.

Theoreln 2.9. The space M~(P, G) is a smooth G-maniJold (having in general
more than one connected component) , the 2-form WC,P is a G-intJariant symplectic
structure on it, and the restrictioll
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tS a momentum mapping in the 'l/,sual sense.

Notice for a surface group the snl00th manifold MQ(P, G) boils down to the one
denoted by M(P, G) in [32]. We already relnarked that when the constructions in
[32] are carried out by means of the standard hOlllotOpy operator on forms on g, the
map 'I/J from 9 to g* is the adjoint of the chosen 2-form . on g. Whatever homotopy
operator has been taken, symplectic reduction then yields the space Rep( 7r, G) of
representations of 7r in G.

3. Twisted representation spaces

The construction of the universal central extension of the fundamental group of a
elosed surface generalizes in the following way to our group 7r: Let F be the free
group on the generators of the presentation P, N the normal elosure of r, Tl,' .. ,Tn

in F, and r = F /[F, N]j then the kernel N /[F, N] of the canonical projection ftom
r to 7r decolllposes into a direct SUffi of 11 + 1 infinite cyclic groups, generated
by [r] = r[F, N] E r and [rl] = Tl [F, N], ... ,[rn] = rn[F, N]; this is an immediate
consequence of the statement of the Identity Theorem for the presentation P, see e. g.
our paper [33]. Notice the decomposition of N /[F, N] depends on the presentation
P, and not Inerely on 7r. A eloser look, cf. the formulas in our paper [33], shows
that the second cohomology group H2 ( 7r, Z) admits the following descrip tion: Vlrite
( for the Z-valued "cocyele" which assigns 1 to [r] and 0 to the other generators
of N/[F, N] and, for 1 :::; j ::; 71., write (j for the Z-valued "cocycle" which assigns 1

to [rj] and 0 to the other generators of N / [F, N]. The group HZ (7r , Z) decomposes
into a direct sum of an infinite cyclic group, generated by the elass of (, and n
finite cyclic groups of orders respectively ml,"" m n , generated by the classes of
(1, ... , (n, respectively. In particular, with the integers as coefficients, unlike for the
case of the fundamental group of a surface, there is no canonical choice of universal
central extension. On the other hand, the second cohomology group H2 ( 7r , R) i,s a
one-diInensional real vector space and hence there is a universal central extension

(3.1 )

of 7r by the reals which does not depend on the choice of presentation. In fact, the
latter is detennined by the requirement that a diagram of the kind

(3.2)

o ---)0) N /[F, N]

Al

f

1
--~) 7r ---+) 1

o R ) rR ) 7r ) 1

be cOlnmutative, where A[r] = 1 while, for j - 1, ... ,71., A[rj] may be chosen
arbitrarily; whatever choice of the values A[rj], the resulting extensions of 7r by R
will be congruent. In other words, if the two extensions

O-+R-+f1 -+7r-+ 1, O-+R-+rz -+7r -+ 1

arise from homomorphisms Al and A2, respectively, as In (3.2) above, Al and' A2
determine a commutative diagram

o ) R f 1 ) 7r ) 1

o
1

----J>~ 7r ----J» 1
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of group extensions. Write Z for the centre of G, let z be the Lie algebra of Z, and
let X E z. When G is connected, z coincides with the zentre of 9 but in general
z equals the invariants for the induced action of the group 7ro of cOluponents of
G on the centre of g. Let HOIUX(fR, G) denote the space of homolll0rphisms 4>
from fR to G having the property that 4>(t[r]) = exp(tX); we assurne X chosen
so that Homx(fR, G) is non-elupty. This assuluption is topological in nature.
We briefly explain this below. Let Repx (fR, G) = Hornx (fR, G) / G, the resulting
twisted representation space. The space HOlnx (fR, G) and hence Rep X (fR, G) is
unambigously definecl, independently of the choice of presentation etc., since so is .the
central extension (3.1). The space Repx (fR, G) is one of projective representations
of our group 7r.

The choice of generators in P iclentifies the space Homx (fR, G) with the pre
image of exp(X) E G, for the word map r froln Hom(FQ, G) to G induced by
the relator r, and we can play a sinlilar galne as before, wi th the same choice
of c E C2 (F) so that 8c = r represents K, E H2 (rr, R). More precisely, since the
centre of G is contained in 0, the space Homx(fR, G) arises as the pre-image of
X E z ~ 0 under the map r from llQ(F, G) to O. Furthermore, in view of 'the
Corollary to Lemma 1 in [32], the map 'lj; froln 9 to g* is regular at every point of
the centre of g, in fact, the restriction of ?jJ to the centre equals the adjoint of the
given 2-form whence the space Homx(rR , G) equals the pre-image of the adjoint
XI1 E g* of X under the momentum Iuapping IL from M (P, G) to g*. Consequently
the space Repx (fR, G) is the corresponding reduced space, for the coadjoint orbit
in g* consisting of the single point XI1. We already pointed out that, when the
standard homotopy operator on fonus on 9 is taken, the map ?jJ from 9 to g* is
in fact the adjoint of the chosen 2-form . on g.

The ambiguity with the choice of universal central extension over the integers is
of course resolved by such a choice. Extensions of this kind have recently become
of interest in the literature. We therefore explain briefly the resulting representation
theory from our point of view: An arbitrary central extension f(b,ßl, ... ,ßn} of 7r by
the integers is given by a presentation

where

as before and where the parameters b, ßI, . .. ,ßn are arbitrary integers; they corre
spond of course to the decomposition of H2(rr, Z) mentioned earlier, and different
choices of these paraIueters may lead to the same group. In particular, a group of
the kind f (1 ,ß1, .. " ßn) fi ts into a central extension

in such a way that the dass [r] of r in r(1,ßl, ... ,ßn) is identified with a generator of Z.
Let Homx(f(1,ßl, ... ,ßn)l G) denote the space of homomorphisms 1> from f(l,ßl, ...,ßn)
to G having the property that 4>([r]) = exp(X). Let Repx (f(1,ßl, ... ,ßnb G) =
HornX (r (I ,ßll"" ßn) , G)/ G, the resulting twist ed representation space. The choice of
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generators identifies the space Repx (fR, G) with the space Rep x (f(I ,ß1 , ... , ßn)' G),
whatever (ß}, ... , ßn).

When the parameters b, ßl, ... ,ßn, ml, ... ,mn satisfy certain numerical conditions,
f (b ,ß1 , • .. ,ßn) is the fundanlen tal group of a Seifert fibre space whieh is (i ) closed
(as a 3-manifold), (ii) is an Eilenbcrg-Mac Lane space, and has (iii) orientable
decomposition surface, cf. [40]. By symplectic reduction in finite dimensions, we
thus obtain in particular spaces of representations of fundamental groups of all
Seifert fibre spaces belonging to the dass described above. The significance of this
remark has already been spelled out in the Introduction.

In our situation, the paralneter X is a certain topological characteristic dass of
a principal V -bundle over the orbit space l: with structure group G associateel with
the representations in Rep x (fR, G), cf. [30].

4. The connected C0111pOnents

The reeluced spaces arising from the above construction will in general have more
than one connected component. We now explain briefly how these components arise
and how they can be labelled.

Let C denote a finite cyclic group. Then the space Hom(C, G) has finitely many
connected components, whence the above space HOln(pb, G) anel therefore the various
representation spaces will have finitely many connected components, certainly more
than one if 7f has elliptic elements.

We describe some of the details in a special case: Suppose G compact and
connected, and let T be a maximal torus in G, of rank say r. Then the
space Hom(C, T) is a finite set, consisting of rlCI points. Consequently the space
Hom(C, G) will have rlCI connected components, each one of the form GI!( for
a closed subgroup !( of G. The connected components, in turn, correspond to
conjugacy dasses of elements in G. Thus a connected component of Hom(pn, G)
ancl therefore of the various representation spaces will be determined by a choice
of conjugacy dass, for each one of the generators Z1, ... , Zn of finite order. .

Vve now consider the special case of G = U(n), the unitary group. A choice of X
so that Homx(fR , G) is non-empty will correspond to a certain holomorphic rank
n vector bundle ( on l:. Let PI, ... ,Pn be the distinct points on l: arising as the
images of the fixed points of the elliptic transfonnations Z1, ... , Zn in 7f. A choice
of conjugacy dass for each Zj corresponds to picking a Rag and a rational weight,
for each Pi; in other words a connected component corresponds to a parabolic
structure with rational weights on (. Dur twisted moduli space Repx (fR, G) will
then contain as top stratum a homeomorphic iInage of the stable part of the
corresponding MEHTA-SESHADRI [39] moduli space of semistable parabolic rank n
holomorphic vector bunelles with rational weights of degree determined by X. It
is likely that in fact our construction yields all of these moduli spaces, not just
the stable part. We already pointed out that, for parabolic degree zero, the spaces
are known to be homeomorphic, by a result of MEHTA-SESHADRI, cf. (4.1) and
(4.3) in [39]. What is new here is that iIl1portant geometrie information about .the
MEHTA-SESHADRI moduli spaces is obtained by symplectic reduction, applied to a
smooth finite dimensional symplectic manifold with a hamiltonian action of the finite
dimensional Lie group U(n).
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5. Applications

Suppose G compact. Recall that the notion of stratified symplectic space has been
introduced in [22].

Theorenl 5.1. With respect to the decompositioll according to G-orbit types, each
connected component 0/ the space Rep( 7T', G) and, more generally, each connected
component 0/ a twisted representation space Rep X (fR, G) inherits a structure 0/
stratified symplectic space.

In fact, the argulnent for the main result of [22] shows that each connected
component of a redueed space of the kind considered inherits a structure of stratified
symplectic space. In the setting of [22] the hypothesis of properness is used only to
guarantee that the reduced space is in fact connected. In our situation, we kllow
apriori that the reduced space is connected.

Theorem 5.2. Each stratum 0/ (a connected comPOnent 0/) the space Rep( 7r, G) and,
more generally, each stratum 0/ (a connected component 01) a twisted representation
space RepX(rR, G) has finite symplectic volume.

The proof follows the same pattern as that for the argulnent for (3.9) in [22]. There
the unreduced symplectie manifold is asslllned cOlnpaet. However the compaetness
of the zero level set suffices; in our situation the zero level set is compaet. In
fact, it suffiees to prove the stateluent for the loeal model in [22J which looks
like the redueed space of a unitary representation of a eompaet Lie group, for the
eorresponding unique momentum ll1apping having the value zero at the origin. For
the loeal model there is no difference between (3.9) in [22] and our situation. Onee
the statement is established for the local luodel, that of Theorem 5.2 follows sinee
the redueed space may be eovered by finitely many open sets having a local model
of the kind described.

We mention two other eonsequenees:

Corollary 5.3. Each connected component has a untque open, connected, and dense
·stratum.

In fact, this follaws at anee fram [22] (5.9). Likewise [22] (5.11) entails .the
following.

Corollary 5.4. For each connected component, the reduced Poisson algebra tS
symplectic, that is, its only Casimir elements are the constants.
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6. Elliptic surfaces

Recall an elliptic surface is a snl00th cOlnpact complex surface M with a proper
surjective hololl1orphic ll1ap f: M -+ ~ onto a cOlllplex curve ~ such that the generic
fibre is an elliptic curve. Let {p1, .. "., Pn} ~ ~ be the finite set of non-regular values.
Then ~ may be viewed as an orbifold, to each point Pi the multiplicity of its fibre
being attached. The luap f induces an isomorphism from the fundamental group
1T = 71"1 (M) onto the orbifold fundamental group of (E, S). Results of BAUER (24)
relate moduli spaces of parabolic bundles on ~ of parabolic degree zero with mo~uli

spaces of degree zero vector bundles on !vI . Bauer's construction avoids DONAL 0 SO N's
[29] solution of the I(OBAYASHI-HITCHIN conjecture. In a follow up paper [34] we
shall study certain moduli spaces over elliptic surfaces frolll the sYluplectic point of
view and in particular offer a somewhat luore intrinsic construction of the moduli
space Repx(rR , G) with its stratified sYluplectic structure, viewed as a moduli space
of Einstein-Hermitian connections on a certain projectively flat bundle over M. In
particular, this will give the symplectic counterpart of Bauer's relationship together
with (i) a compactification thereof and (ii) an extension to arbitrary paraholic
degree. A choke of projective embedding of !vI will then again correspond to a
choice of universal central extension of 71" over the integers. Essentially different
choices of ,\ in (3.2) will then correspond to topologically inequivalent line bundles.
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